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Motivation

Research question:

 Are firm level idiosyncratic shocks propogate or absorbed in prod. networks?

 Is input specificity an important determinant of the propogation of idiosyncratic
shocks in the economy?

Emprical challenges:

 Isolating the firm specific/localized shock

 Tracking the shocks in the production network
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This paper

 Considers spillovers within network of firms.

 Uses major natural disasters in the past 30 years in US as a source of 
identification.

 Trace the propogation of shocks in the production networks using supplier-
customer links of publicly listed US firms.

 Compare the magnitudes of shocks depending on the disrupted inputs’ being
specific or not.

Possible problems:

 Selected nature of network structure.

 Sample have suppliers only with major customers and only publicly listed
firms (%75 of total sale in US). 3



Identification strategy

 Main focus is not disruption to the supplying firm itself but the impact on the
customers (C) and the customers’ other suppliers (S2).

 S1 and S2 have no economic links other than their link with C.

S1
S2

C

When S1 hits by natural disaster:

✓The response of  C …..? 

(vertical propogation)

✓The response of S2…..?

(horizontal propogation)
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Preview of main findings

Substantial vertical propagation (S1 to C)

 Customers' sales growth avg. drop by 2-3 pp when one supplier hit by a 
natural disaster.

 Input disruptions translate into lost sales, drop in firms’ equity value. 

Substantial horizontal propagation (S1 to S2)

 Negative spillovers of initial shock to other suppliers' sales growth drops 
by 3.8 pp.

Most importantly;

 Input specificity is a key driver of the propogation of firm-level shocks.

 Propagation of inputs shocks varies strongly with the measure of 
specificity. 5



Data
Firms – only non-financial

 Compustat Quarterly, 1978-2013 supplier-customer links from regulation SFAS No. 131 (customer 
representing more than 10% of sales).

 Headquarters and establishments & employment information (Compustat and Infogroup).

 Daily stock prices (CRSP Daily file).

Natural Disasters

 Spatial Hazard and Loss Database for the US at county level.

 41 major disasters of all kinds lasting less than 30 days & estimated damage above $1 billion.

Input Specificity

 Industry classification of inputs (Rauch, 1999).

 R&D expenses as a proxy.

 Data from Google patents (Kogan et al., 2012).
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Source of identification

Main source: occurence of major natural disasters.

Treatment: a suppliers’ HQ county location is hit by a major natural disaster.
(blizzard, earthquake, hurricane etc.)

How do natural disasters disrupt production?
 Power outages disrupting production, damaged machines&inventories.

 Employees or management not able to reach to the workplace.

 Not possible to exactly pin down.

 Temporary and significant effect on sales growth.
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Identification Strategy (S1 to C)

Difference in differences approach:

∆ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖,𝑡−4,𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑂𝑛𝑒𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡−4 +

𝛼2𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑖,𝑡−4 + 𝜂𝑖 + 𝜋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

Coefficient of interest is 𝜶𝟏:

 the effect on the firms’ sales growth of a disruption to at least one of its
suppliers (S1 to C).
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Direct Effect of Disasters

• Large temporary drop in suppliers’ sales growth (S1)
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Vertical propagation - Main result

• Lost sales for C a few quarters after S1 hit.
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Vertical propagation - Main result

• Firms (C) sales growth drops by 2 pp.
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Vertical propagation - Input specificity

• Input specificity is key driver of propogation of shocks from S1 to C.
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Horizontal propagation

• Drop in the sales of growth of other suppliers (S1 to S2).
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Conclusion

 Customers of suppliers hit by a natural disaster experience drop of 2-3 pp in 
sales growth.

 $1 of lost sales at the supplier level leads to $2.40 of lost sales at the
customer level.

 The effect is temporary, only observed when the link between S1 and C is 
active.

 The effect is stronger when the affected supplier has specific inputs.
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